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ABSTRACT

The use of information systems in manufacturing sector is very crucial to reach a high level of operational excellence and improve companies’ competitiveness. The use of such systems will definitely increase in the upcoming years, considering the digitalization strategies. Manufacturing execution systems gained a lot of attention in recent years due to showcased benefits in production management operations. Companies that adopted such systems witnessed an increase in process efficiency and enhancements with regards to cost savings and products quality. This paper seeks to analyze what makes the usage of manufacturing execution systems successful among manufacturing companies. We analyzed how the integration capabilities of such systems with other business applications and the company profile impact their usage and consequently the perceived benefits. A case study was conducted with 51 manufacturing companies and data were analyzed using partial least square structural equation modeling technique. The results confirmed the positive and significant impact of the company profile and solution integration capabilities on system usage. In addition, a ranking of solution modules importance for companies was also provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing execution systems (MES) are considered one of the key components of the smart manufacturing strategy [1]. These information systems (IS) are meant to orchestrate the different production tasks. Their primary role is to monitor the execution of every production process and control of operations at the shop floor level [2]. They also play a central role by ensuring information transition between the shop floor level and business level [3]. In addition, MES allow an easy and timely decision making with regards to the allocation and management of the company’s resources. According to [4], MES can help for example with:

- The identification of all current work orders in order to assess the effect of an immediate engineering change order
- The optimization of Work-order sequence and the identification of the most important factors
- The re-scheduling of current work orders to allow preventive maintenance tasks for a specific process
- The automatic retrieval of inventory to be sent to a specific machine at the right time to match the production schedule
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The manufacturing enterprise solutions association (MESA), a non-profit organization that groups manufacturing ecosystem stakeholders for the purpose of sharing best management practices regarding the application of information technology, conducted a study with MES users and came up with the following list of benefits [5]:
- Reduction of manufacturing cycle times
- Reduction of data entry time and paperwork between shifts
- Responds to unanticipated events
- Improvement at both product quality and customer service requests

Many papers demonstrated the value and benefits of MES through case studies with specific companies. Mahmoud et al. [6] described the value brought by MES to a plastic manufacturing company. Actually, the company managed to eliminate paper work, ensure a timely reporting about equipment status and breakdowns to maintenance departments and real time monitoring of production processes. In [7], the authors investigated the importance of implementing MES on the basis of defined strategic competitive priorities which were: Cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, reliability, product conformity and manufacturing and strategic business integration. A case study was conducted with a multinational rolling aluminum company and showed several improvements regarding the reduction of the setup time, improving information quality, increasing product traceability and reduction of products non-conformity and also the identification of organizational factors that would participate in the success of MES implementation.

With all the advantages and benefits that MES may present, yet the consideration of such solution is not an easy and straightforward decision. Actually, while companies with several production sites across different countries would justify easily an investment in MES solution to monitor production across all the sites and ensure economies of scale, small and medium industries would undergo a thorough process to take such decision, especially the ones in emerging economies. As a matter of fact, Franzosa (2017) showed that MES was up till today highly adopted in North America and Western Europe markets, which nowadays are considered as replacement markets for MES solutions. Interestingly, in 2020 the growth rates for MES projects will come essentially from emerging economies [8].

Our efforts in this paper will focus on assessing the perception manufacturing companies have about the importance of MES information systems. Since existing works relied more on a case studies with a specific company, we adopt a new approach by analyzing and confirming the relationship the company profile and MES integration capabilities have with MES perceived usefulness. Our analysis will rely on a quantitative study with several manufacturing companies using MES already. The answers will be analyzed statistically using PLS-SEM.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze statistically the MES importance in Morocco. We were assisted by MES solutions integrators (MSIs) whom agreed to bring their expertise on MES acquisition projects and help us collect data from their manufacturing customers respectively. MSIs are a key player in the MES value chain since they stand between the customer and the MES solution provider, which are located generally overseas.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The theoretical framework of our model was developed based on a semi structured interviews conducted with the three identified MSIs. We asked about the most important aspects for manufacturing companies when considering MES. According to interviewed experts, the following elements are the most important ones:
- The offered MES modules and features that is the perceived usefulness (PU).
- The integration capabilities (IC) of MES with other business applications, such as with enterprise resource planning (ERP) or material resource planning (MRP) solutions.
- The company profile (COMPRO) that is what the company operating industry and what type of manufacturing process in which it is implicated.

2.1. MES perceived usefulness

The perceived usefulness (PU) of MES reflects simply the system usage. It is related to the offered features and functionalities adopted and used by companies. The main MES functionalities were summarized around eleven main functions which are: Workflow planning, resource management, production unit control, information control, operation data logging, staff management, quality management, process management, maintenance management, lot traceability and performance analysis [5]. This definition was also the fundamentals of many standards such as IEC644. This standard brought a concise picture of MES main functionalities which are: Definition management, resource management, detailed scheduling, dispatching, execution management, tracking, data collection and analysis [9].
The PU is the basis of the well-known technology acceptance model (TAM). This variable was originally elaborated by Davis in 1985 on the basis of many psychological studies [10]. This same model was extended and used to analyze the adoption and use of information systems (IS). In [11], several cases using the TAM model for the adoption analysis of specialized IS such as MRP or decision support systems (DSS) were demonstrated.

2.2. MES Interoperability requirements

MES plays a central role between the shop floor and the management level. Hence, ensuring a high level of integration with other enterprise information systems is of paramount importance. For instance, MES should be able to communicate and exchange data; on one hand: with business management applications such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications, which are considered mainly to improve supply chain management and have an instant access to reliable information for better management decision making [12]. On the other hand, MES needs to interact with Production and processes management related systems such as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems or radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, responsible for the control of production execution [13] as shown in Figure 1. In [14], Veile et al. emphasized the importance of vertical and horizontal integration of MES in the context of Industry 4.0 strategy for manufacturing companies.

![Figure 1. MES positioning within the production pyramid](image)

Dalibor et al. [15] investigated the importance of the integration between MES and ERP for a company in the automotive industry for the purpose of ensuring real time information to the employees and efficiency in responding to changes. Xinyou and Hao [16] suggested a platform based on J2EE (Java to Enterprise Edition) in order to facilitate the information exchange between ERP and MES in real time. Meilin et al. [17] suggested a solution based on an intermediary enterprise services BUS (ESB) in order to make a smooth integration between MES and ERP and ensure a real time closed loop with MRP and other available systems as well. The ESB is an intermediary layer responsible for making smooth communication between two nodes, using service oriented architecture.

2.3. Company profile

Company profile refer mainly to the type of industry, the type of manufacturing process the company is dealing with and the company size. In [2], Arica and Powell indicated that industry fit is a key requirement for the success of MES adoption. In addition, the German association of engineering (ZVEI) also highlighted the differences and similarities of MES application in both process and manufacturing industries, with a list of functionalities that are common and specific for each type of industry [18]. For example, while manufacturing companies in automotive sector might choose standard MES modules such as process/ product tracking and KPIs module calculation for mainly operation efficiencies, food and pharmaceuticals companies may choose specific MES modules such as recipe procedure control (RPC) in order to comply with pure regulatory requirements. In [19], the company characteristics and size were highlighted as one of the main parameters within the organizational structure aspect for technology adoption model presented by Rogers.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD

The Figure 2 reports the followed method for measuring manufacturing companies’ perception toward MES. The method will use the three dimensions explained in the theoretical framework. The analysis will be elaborated using PLS-SEM algorithm.

Figure 2. Method description

3.1. Construct and hypothesis development

Based on the conducted interviews and three identified elements in section 2 above, the two following hypotheses were identified as a foundation of our construct in Figure 3.

H1: The MES integration capabilities have a significant impact on the perceived usefulness
H2: The company profile has a significant impact on perceived usefulness of MES

Each latent variable will be linked to a specific set of observed variables which were identified and validated in the next section.

Figure 3. Structural model

3.2. Data validation and collection

In order to identify the observed variables that would be the basis of our measurement model, we relied on literature review and experts’ judgement from the MSIs. For the PU latent variable, we will use the most important MES modules adopted by companies which are: The data acquisition module (DAM), The key performance indicators (KPI) module, the plant resources management (PRM) module, the quality management (QM) module, the production tracking (TRK) module and the production sequencing (SEQ) module. The IC latent variable will be based on the integration MES has with other software applications. We identified three main solutions which are ERPs, MRPs and SCADA systems as main solutions for MES vertical integration by companies. For the COMPRO latent variable, we will rely on the operating industry, Company type and type of manufacturing process. The Table 1 summarizes the description of each module and literature source.

The data collection phase was elaborated via a questionnaire addressed to MSIs customers using MES already. We focused on making the survey easy to understand and to fill to encourage the participation of many respondents as possible and we used “Google Form” as a survey tool. The survey focused on gathering data about the company profile, the company’s assessment of each MES module and the integration aspects with existing software assets as defined earlier. The questionnaire structure summary was as follow:

- Company data:
  a) Company type: The Company’s number of employees will give us an insight on its type: Very small industry (VSI), small industry (SI), medium industry (MI), large industry (LI)
b) Industry: The industry in which the company is operating

c) Process type: The type of production process (Discrete/Batch/Continuous).

− Acquired MES solution data:
  a) Solution name
  b) The company’s evaluation of different MES features using 0-10 scale (0: Non-Applicable/1: Not very important/10: Extremely important).

− MES integration with existing software assets:
  a) Software assets, if applicable, would be ERP/MRP/SCADA
  b) Integration (Non-Applicable/Standard/customized)
  c) Using the help of MSIs we targeted a sample of 60 manufacturing companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Variable</th>
<th>Observed Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>DAM</td>
<td>Data gathering about process execution from other systems</td>
<td>[5, 6, 18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Calculation of identified KPI values</td>
<td>MSIs Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>Control of personnel and machinery</td>
<td>Judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QM</td>
<td>Product Quality control and compliance with Procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRK</td>
<td>Product tracking and tracing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEQ</td>
<td>Location of production and the associated order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Data analysis

For data analysis phase, we will rely on partial least squares-structural equation modelling (PLS-SEM) technique. The choice of PLS-SEM was motivated by the following reasons:

− The wide application of PLS-SEM technique in information systems [20]. Actually, the authors reported an increasing use of PLS-SEM by IS researchers for exploratory research and theory developments purposes.

− PLS-SEM technique does not emphasize data normality as a precondition [21].

− The number of observations which is inferior to 100 observations [20]. According to [22], the maximum number of arrows pointing at a latent variable should be 2 considering the number of observations we have.

The PLS-SEM algorithm consists in 2 major stages [23]:

− Stage 1 encompasses four stages that aim at calculating the latent variables score.
  a) Step 1: Outer approximation of latent variables scores. In our case, there will be three scores corresponding to the IC, PU and COMPRO latent variables.
  b) Step 2: Estimation of proxies for structural model between latent variables construct (IC->PU) & (COMPRO->PU).
  c) Step 3: Inner approximation of latent construct score based on scores from step 1 and step 2.
  d) Step 4: estimation of proxies for coefficients in the measurement models, that is for the path between observed variables and latent variables.

− Stage 2 deals with the final estimates of coefficients using the ordinary least squares method for every partial regression in the model.

For the assessment of our model, we will assess first the construct’s reliability and validity using: cronbach ‘alpha (CA), composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE) indicators. CA and CR evaluate how well the observed variables would explain the latent construct. This said, CR is considered a better indicator of consistency than CA since it relies on the standardized loadings of the observed variables. Average variance extracted (AVE) is used as an indication for both convergent and divergent validity [24]. It indicates the average similarity for each latent variable.

Second, we will assess the discriminant validity using: Fornell-larcker criterion and heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio. The Fornell-Larcker criterion ensures that for any latent variable, the shared variance with its observed variables is above the variance that it has with any other latent variable. This is translated by square root of AVE being greater than the correlation with any other latent variable. The HTMT ratio is defined as the ratio between correlations of different constructs and correlations of indicators between the same construct. We will also use the variance inflation factor (VIF) for multicollinearity evaluation. That is to assess whether two or more variables are highly intercorrelated [23]. We used the latest SmartPLS software (Version 3.3.2) since it was widely adopted and used by academics for PLS-SEM related studies, for its ease of use and also the availability of support forum.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Results presentation

Among sixty questionnaires sent to different MES customers, we received fifty-one valid responses. This number of observations is acceptable for PLS-SEM according to [20] and considering that the MES technology is relatively new to the Moroccan market. The Table 2 provides the profile of the respondents accordingly:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallurgical</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Trans.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (&gt;1000)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (500-1000)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small (100-500)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Small (&lt;100)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We calculated the factors’ loadings and their significance using the resampling method (Bootstrapping). Figure 4 gives a concise view about the results for our inner and outer models along with each factor loading value and associated p-value. With regards to our inner model, the results associated with the two elaborated hypotheses are reported in Table 3. Both hypotheses are supported which confirm a positive relationship of the COMPRO and IC variables of MES with the PU. The $R^2$ for the PU variable is equal 0.44 which suggests that 44% of the variance in PU is explained by the two identified latent variables [24]. Regarding the outer measurement model, the Table 4 summarizes the items reliability, convergent and discriminant validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Statistics</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Confirmed (Y/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>IC-&gt;PU</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>COMPRO-&gt;PU</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $R^2=0.44$ (PU) with a T-Stat=5.89 and p-value=0.00
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The data reliability was measured using Cronbach’s alpha which reported moderated to high score values: 0.52 for IC (moderate), 0.54 for PU (moderate) and 0.7 for COMPRO (high) according to Hinton [26]. For the AVE, its value should be greater than 0.5 threshold as reported by Chin (1998) and Hock & Ringle (2006). Fornell-Larcker suggested that AVE values below 0.5 could also be acceptable with the condition that composite reliability (CR) value is higher than 0.6, which is applicable in our case [27].

Regarding the discriminant validity, assessed using both Fornell-Larcker and HTMT criteria, the Tables 5 and 6 respectively confirm that the latent constructs are definitely not related. That is HTMT is below the cutoff value of 0.9 and the values that appear in the diagonal line (Square root of AVE) are higher than values below them [24].

The last item that we check which indicate if our significance tests are reliable is the VIF indicator. This indicator should be below the cutoff value of 4.0 and we can see clearly that all VIF values are below 2.0 for our model. The multicollinearity criterion is very important since it impacts the importance of independent variables [24].

4.2. Results analysis

The model developed in section 4.1 analyzed the success of MES based on the IC and COMPRO variables. The results demonstrate the positive impact of these two variables on MES system use by companies. The Delone and McLean model reported the different dimensions of IS success [28]. System quality is one of the six dimensions identified and it is related system integration and importance among other parameters. The model also confirms the impact of system quality on system use [28]. Our model not only confirms the same observation, by demonstrating the impact of MES IC on MES use but also by adding the company profile part as dimension of success.

Regarding the IC dimension, the value and success of MES comes mainly from its integration with SCADA and MRP systems respectively. Actually, MES uses all data reported from SCADA for technical analysis and decision-making regarding production schedules, planning and quality assurance. MES, on the other hand, send back data to the MRP tool about production execution status and used materials and quantities in a more detailed manner. MRP is more dedicated for production planning tasks, scheduling and inventory control and does provide macro production planning as input to MES.

Interestingly, the MES integration with ERPs was found insignificant which means a lack of commitment of Moroccan manufacturing companies to integrate both systems. In fact, the integration between the two systems might require extra integration and financial efforts and might also imply
organizational adjustments, according to MSIs experts. Oman et al. [29] confirmed the difficulties faced by emerging countries with regards to ERP and MES integration. In addition, they demonstrated the positive impact behind this integration on several operational metrics such as on-time delivery of the product, order fulfilment cycle time and delivery and rework costs. While, Panetto and Molina (2008) highlighted in [30] that enterprise information modelling and absence of reference architecture models were key challenges for enterprise applications integration within manufacturing companies. The Business to manufacturing markup language (B2MML) helped implementing ISA95 standard which participated in improving the data exchange between the two systems [31]. The difficulty for manufacturing companies would be having applications from vendors that don’t consider this standard in their development process. Experts working for the interviewed MSIs also added that usual discordances between commercial and production departments might also be considered as hurdle to this integration.

Regarding MES system usefulness, the results show that QM, KPI, DAM and TRK modules were the most important for Moroccan manufacturing companies respectively. SEQ factor loading’s score didn’t meet the criterion and PRM module was found insignificant. One reason that can explain these findings is that some of these functionalities are handled either manually or by other organization functions or software solutions. In fact, for the personnel resource’s management functionality handled digitally by the PRM module, human resources departments are using instead the time tracking sheets manually. Dealing with the monitoring of physical assets performances and human resources involved in the production processes. For the SEQ module, responsible for inter alia tasks order sequencing, might also overlap with the scheduling capabilities of the MRP, according to MSI experts.

With regards to the second dimension, The COMPRO variable was related to three observed variables: Industry, Process type and company type which were found all significant and relevant. While literature argued that the size of the company would not be relevant, the process type and industry would be the most important elements to consider [32]. The company size, however, was used to give us a relative idea on the company’s financial turnover, considering that companies wouldn’t provide such financial information.

Another interesting observation is that companies didn’t show any interests in advanced MES modules such as Analytics. This module relies on big data techniques and artificial intelligence algorithms in order to analyze on real time basis different production data. As emphasized by ZVEI in [9], this module is of paramount importance for embracing digital operation concept.

5. CONCLUSION

Our study analyzed the perception that manufacturing companies have about MES use. The study was conducted with the assistance of MSIs experts in an emerging market and targeted more than 50 manufacturing companies that acquired MES already. The companies’ feedbacks were structured analyzed using PLS-SEM. We concluded that MES value is derived mainly from the adoption of production tracking, quality management, KPIs calculation and monitoring and the data acquisition modules. Furthermore, the horizontal integration is performed mainly with MRP and SCADA systems, putting integration with ERPs at the bottom of the ladder. This type of study would be a good assessment tool for MES vendors and Integrators to better evaluate and understand the manufacturing companies needs. This will allow them adapt their offerings accordingly, especially with the expected increasing interest towards MES with the implementation of digital operations strategies falling within Industry 4.0 initiative.
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